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3.1   Introduction 
According to the Department of Environment Malaysia, Air 
Pollutant Index (API) is an indicator for the air quality status at any 
particular area. API is calculated based on average concentration of 
air pollutants such as Sulphur Dioxide (SO2), Nitrogen Dioxide 
(NO2), Carbon Monoxide (CO), ground level Ozone (O3) and 
particulate matter (PM10), each over their respective period of 
averaging time. A sub-index for each pollutant is determined 
separately based on a predetermined standard and the highest sub-
index is used as the API (Department of Environment Malaysia, 
2000). The United States Environmental Protection Agency (US 
EPA) (2010) defines PM10 as "Inhalable coarse particles," such as 
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those found near roadways and dusty industries, are larger than 2.5 
micrometers and smaller than 10 micrometers in diameter (United 
States Environmental Protection Agency, 2010).  Typically, the 
concentration PM10 is the highest among all pollutants in Malaysia 
and therefore it determines the API value (APIMS DOE Malaysia, 
2015). 
 
This chapter focuses on measuring the air quality in Universiti 
Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM) campus. UTHM is 
surrounded by factories that emit various types of pollutants. The 
nearest factory is Evergreen which produces medium density 
fiberboard (MDF) (Siew, 2003). The production of MDF involves 
a lot of wood burning and grinding (Bakri, 2014). A study was 
done back in 2008 (Nur Shaylinda, et al., 2008) on the 
concentration of PM10 and PM2.5 particulate matters in UTHM 
campus using E-Sampler device. In the study, daily dust 
concentration readings from five different locations in UTHM 
campus were taken for three consecutive days. The result from the 
study shows that all the values obtained for PM10 were complying 
with the Recommended Malaysian Air Quality Guidelines (RMG). 
It also shows that the most prominent pollutant is PM10. However, 
the study was only a one time experiment and as it stands, there is 
no way to determine the air quality in the campus area in real time. 
 
Thus, this chapter intends to determine the air quality in real 
time and display them to the public. A prototype of dust 
monitoring device using Arduino named Realtime DMON is 
created for proof of concept.  An Android application which can 
retrieve and analyse data from the prototype dust monitoring 
device is developed to provide respiratory health care advice. The 
users are able to stay updated with the air pollution index at all 
times and get notified when the air quality is bad for their specified 
health condition. The application does not require the users to 
register themselves. Users are allowed to log in using their Google 
account. Furthermore, most profile information is pulled directly 
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from Google so as to allow the users to start using the application 
as soon as possible. Once logged in, users are able update their 
personal profile, update their health profile, view historical API 
data and edit notification settings via the application. All 
information is stored both locally and in a remote database. The 
Android application itself is highly independent and can be used to 
monitor air quality at any place that the dust monitoring device is 
set up. 
 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 
discusses the literature review. Section 3.3 describes the 
methodology used in the prototype system development. Section 
3.4 describes the analysis and design of the system. Section 3.5 
discusses the system implementation Section 3.6 discusses the 
system’s test metric. Finally, Section 3.7 concludes the work and 
highlights a direction for future research. 
3.2   Fundamental of Real-time Air Quality Monitoring System 
This section aims to provide a clear understanding of the problem 
domain for the system. It defines the terms related to the problem 
domain and explains its relevance to the system that was 
developed. 
 
3.2.1 Particle pollution 
 
Particle pollution, also known as particulate matter, consists of a 
mixture of solids and liquid droplets. Some particles are emitted 
directly; others form when pollutants emitted by various sources 
react in the atmosphere. The size of particles is directly linked to 
their potential for causing health problems. There are two sizes 
defined by the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
(US EPA), namely PM10 and PM2.5. PM10 refers to "inhalable 
coarse particles" such as those found near roadways and dusty 
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industries which are larger than 2.5 micrometers and smaller than 
10 micrometers in diameter while PM2.5 refers to "fine particles" 
such as those found in smoke and haze which are 2.5 micrometers 
in diameter and smaller (Esworthy, 2015). Figure 1 illustrates 
PM10 and PM2.5. 
 
 
Figure 1 PM10 and PM2.5 (US EPA, 2010) 
 
For this chapter, the pollutant that is measured is PM10. This is 
in accordance with results from the previous study (Nur Shaylinda 
et al., 2008) carried out in the same location (UTHM main 
campus) which showed that the most prominent pollutant is PM10. 
 
3.2.2 Air quality monitoring 
 
Air quality monitoring is carried out to assess the extent of 
pollution, ensure compliance with national legislation, evaluate 
control options, and provide data for air quality modeling. There 
are a number of different types of monitoring stations for checking 
air quality levels in urban environments. These monitoring stations 
usually just perform data acquisition of the measured values from 
the sensors and store them in a database. The processing of the 
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measured results as well as the statistical analysis is mainly done in 
other places where the data come from various communication 
systems. Acquisition of the measured data is commonly done on-
line while the processing and statistical analysis is performed off-
line (Tomić, J et al., 2014).  
In this chapter, the dust monitoring device is used to measure 
hourly PM10 concentration in real time and hourly results are 
made available to all users.  
 
3.2.3 Air Pollution Index (API) 
 
Air Pollutant Index (API) is the air quality index system used in 
Malaysia. It uses an easily understandable range of unit-less values 
instead of the actual concentrations of air pollutants to depict 
quality of air or level of air pollution to the general public. The 
ranges of index values are categorised as follows: good, moderate, 
unhealthy, very unhealthy and hazardous. The primary objective of 
the index system is to convey the status of ambient air quality, 
ranging from good to hazardous to the general public as well as 
provide a basis for decision makers to manage air quality 
effectively. The Malaysian Air Pollution Index is calculated based 
on average concentration of air pollutants such as Sulphur Dioxide 
(SO2), Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), Carbon Monoxide (CO), ground 
level Ozone (O3) and particulate matter (PM10), each over their 
respective period of averaging time as in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 API Guideline 
POLLUTANT 
AND 
METHOD 
AVERAGING 
TIME 
MALAYSIA 
GUIDELINES 
(ppm) (ug/m3) 
OZONE 1 HOUR 0.10 200 8 HOUR 0.06 120 
CARBON 
MONOXIDE 
# 
1 HOUR 30 35 
8 HOUR 9 10 
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NITROGEN 
DIOXIDE 
1 HOUR 0.17 320 
8 HOUR 0.04 75 
SULPHUR 
DIOXIDE 
10 MINUTE 0.19 500 
1 HOUR 0.13 350 
24 HOUR 0.04 105 
PM10 24 HOUR  150 1 HOUR  50 
 
A sub-index for each pollutant is determined separately based 
on a predetermined standard and the highest sub-index is used as 
the API (Department of Environment Malaysia, 2015). In order to 
make sense of API, one must understand two things. Firstly, the 
correlation between averaging time and API. The averaging time 
for a pollutant influences how its respective API should be 
perceived. For example, a 180 API (Unhealthy) based on 24 hours 
of PM10 concentration actually means that “if I stay out for 24 
hours and the API is 180 during those 24 hours, then the health 
effect is unhealthy”. This is quite different from saying that "if the 
API reported now is 180, then the health effect is Unhealthy". 
Secondly, the API value is determined by the air pollutant with the 
highest concentration (dominant pollutant). For example, if the 
PM10 API is 150, SO2 is 30, NO2 is 50, and all other pollutants 
are less than 150, then the API is 150 –determined ONLY by the 
concentration of PM10. Typically, the concentration of coarse dust 
particles (PM10) is the highest among all pollutants in Malaysia 
and therefore it determines the API value (Department of 
Environment, 2015). Therefore, the API calculation for this chapter 
is done based on the Recommended Malaysian Air Quality 
Guideline (RMG). 
 
3.2.4 Real-time system 
 
Laplante (2004) explains a real-time system as a system whose 
logical correctness is based on both the correctness of the outputs 
and their timeliness. The term “real-time system” is often used 
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ambiguously because real-time systems have such differing time 
constraints. What distinguish real-time systems are their time 
constraints. They are categorised into ‘hard, ‘firm’and ‘soft’real-
time systems. Laplante (2004) describes each of them as follows: 
? A hard real-time system is one in which failure to meet a 
single deadline may lead to complete and catastrophic 
system failure. 
? A firm real-time system is one in which a few missed 
deadlines will not lead to total failure, but missing more 
than a few may lead to complete and catastrophic system 
failure 
? A soft real-time system is one in which performance is 
degraded but not destroyed by failure to meet response-time 
constraints. 
 
In this chapter, a hardware based dust monitoring system updates 
values for dust density, temperature and humidity data with a real-
time constraint of 60 seconds. The system is a soft real-time system 
whereby delay in data transmission does not induce system failure. 
Reasons for specifying the time constraint to 60 seconds is justified 
by the limitations of the hardware and platform used as well as the 
guidelines for Air Pollution Index that requires minimum sample 
of 1 hour. The output per minute is then being processed to 
produce a 1 hour average. 
3.3   Analysis and Design of Real-time Air Quality Monitoring 
System 
The requirements elicited for the system are documented in the 
form of a Use Case Diagram as well as a Requirement Traceability 
Matrix.  
 
 
3.3. 1 Realtime DMON Analysis 
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There are three main parts in Realtime DMON. They are Android 
Application, Dust Monitoring Device and Web Portal as shown in 
Figure 2. 
 
 
 
Login Access
Update Profile
View API
View Health Precautions
Android User
View Historical Data
Arduino Prototype 
System
Read PM10
Public User View Graphical Data
 
Figure 2 Realtime DMON use case diagram 
 
In android application of Realtime DMON, users are 
authenticated using their Google account before using the system. 
Realtime DMON 
Android Application 
Dust Monitoring Device 
Web Portal 
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The users are able view the Air Pollutant Index based on PM10 
concentration. The users are also provided to view precautionary 
steps to take based on the PM10 concentration and their health 
condition. Besides that, the users are able to view Historical data of 
API level.  
 
In other part of Realtime DMON, Dust Monitoring Device is 
used to measure the concentration of PM10 particles in the 
atmosphere. At the same time, general public users are capable to 
view real-time API, dust density, temperature and humidity values 
via a web portal. 
List of Realtime DMON requirements are summarized in 
Requirement Traceability Matrix in Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Requirement Traceability Matrix 
Requirements Description 
SRS_REQ_100  Login Access 
SRS_REQ_101  
 
The system shall allow users to login with their 
Google account. 
SRS_REQ_102 
 
The system shall retrieve profile information 
from user’s Google+ account. 
SRS_REQ_103 
 
The system shall not allow users to login 
without an active internet connection. 
SRS_REQ_104  The system shall allow users to stay logged in. 
SRS_REQ_200  Update profile 
SRS_REQ_201 
 
The system shall request for user’s personal 
profile information such as Name, Age, Gender, 
Hometown and Current Residence 
SRS_REQ_202 
 
The system shall request for user’s health 
profile information such as presence of 
respiratory diseases and tendency to exercise 
SRS_REQ_203  User shall be able to view saved personal profile 
information. 
SRS_REQ_204 User shall be able to edit saved personal profile 
information. 
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Requirements Description 
SRS_REQ_205 User shall be able to view saved health profile 
information. 
SRS_REQ_206 User shall be able to edit saved health profile 
information. 
SRS_REQ_207 
 
The system shall not allow users to update 
personal profile information without an active 
internet connection 
SRS_REQ_208 
 
The system shall not allow users to update 
health profile information without an active 
internet connection. 
SRS_REQ_300 Read PM10 
SRS_REQ_301 Dust monitoring device shall read dust density 
value from the dust sensor 
SRS_REQ_302 
 
Dust monitoring device shall read temperature 
value from the DHT-11 module. 
SRS_REQ_303 
 
Dust monitoring device shall read humidity 
value from the DHT-11 module. 
SRS_REQ_304 
 
Dust monitoring device shall transmit readings 
for dust density, 
temperature and humidity to ThingSpeak every 
60 seconds. 
SRS_REQ_400 View API 
SRS_REQ_401 User shall be able to view hourly API. 
SRS_REQ_402 User shall be able to view PM10 concentration 
readings. 
SRS_REQ_403 User shall be able to view temperature readings. 
SRS_REQ_404 User shall be able to view humidity level 
readings. 
SRS_REQ_405 The user shall be able to refresh the screen to 
get latest data. 
SRS_REQ_406 The API readings shall correspond to the PM10 
concentration specified in the Recommended 
Malaysian Air Quality Guideline. 
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Requirements Description 
SRS_REQ_500 View Health Precautions 
SRS_REQ_501 The system shall allow users to view relevant 
health precautions based on API and user’s 
health profile. 
SRS_REQ_502 The system shall allow users to get push 
notifications when the API reaches unhealthy 
level. 
SRS_REQ_600 View Historical Data 
SRS_REQ_601 The system shall allow users to view historical 
API data in graphical format. 
SRS_REQ_700 View Graphical Data 
SRS_REQ_701 The system shall display the sensor readings and 
API via a web portal for public users. 
 
3.3.2 Realtime DMON Design 
 
The design for the system is documented in the terms of 
architecture design, decision tree, interface design and database 
design.  
 
3.3.2.1 Architecture design  
 
The architecture design consists of an architecture diagram while 
the interface design and database design consist of screen captures 
of the system and a schema table respectively. Realtime DMON 
uses a three-tier architecture with a presentation tier, application 
tier and data tier. Figure 3 depicts the architecture diagram for 
Realtime DMON. 
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Presentation Tier
Web Portal
Android 
Application
Data Tier
ThingSpeak
MySQL DBMS
Application Tier
Web Server
Android 
Middleware
Arduino 
Middleware
Dust Monitoring Device
Dust Sensor
Temperature & 
Humidity Sensor
sensor reading
sensor reading
user informationuser information
sensor reading
sensor reading
sensor reading
 
Figure 3 Architecture Diagram for Realtime DMON 
 
(a) Presentation tier 
 
The presentation tier consists of the Web Portal and Android 
application. The Web Portal is intended for public users whereby 
no login is required. It shows the API and sensor readings from the 
dust monitoring device in real-time. The Android application 
requires login and is intended for users who require personalised 
experience. It provides the API and sensor readings from the dust 
monitoring device in real-time as well as health precautions. The 
health precautions are determined based on the decision tree 
explained in 1.3.2.2. 
 
(b) Application tier 
 
The application tier consists of a web server and the dust 
monitoring device. The webserver hosts middleware that handle 
requests from the Android application as well as the dust 
monitoring device.  
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(c) Data tier 
 
The data tier consists of a MySQL DBMS and two ThingSpeak 
channels.  
 
3.3.2.2 Decision tree 
 
The following section portrays the decision tree used to determine 
the health precautions to be shown in the Android application. 
Three different variables are used to facilitate the users in making 
decisions in the Realtime DMON system. They are API, presence 
of health sensitivities related to heart or respiratory organs and 
tendency to exercise near the project’s target area. The API 
variable is provided by the dust monitoring device while the other 
two variables are provided by users via the Android application. 
 
The three variables are used to form a decision tree with two 
input variables and one output variable. The input variables are the 
API level and selected health conditions while the output variable 
is the precautionary statements displayed. Figure 4 shows the 
decision tree to determine the health precautions based on the input 
and output variables. 
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Figure 4 Decision tree to display health precautions 
 
Table 3 defines the input variables for the decision tree while Table 
3 defines the output variable for the decision tree. 
 
Table 3 Input variables for the decision tree 
Input Acrony
m 
Description 
API Level 
L1 0-50 
L2 51-100 
L3 101-150 
Selected health 
condition(s) 
C1 None 
C2 Has health sensitivities 
C3 Tends to exercise in target 
area 
C4 Both 
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Table 4 Output variable for the decision tree 
Output Acrony
m 
Description 
Precautionary 
statement(s) 
 
S1 Hooray! The air quality 
outside is awesome! 
S2 Go out and have fun with no 
worries 
S3 It's an excellent time to enjoy 
your outdoor activities 
S4 The air quality is still good 
S5 It's okay to go out but stay 
alert with the notifications 
S6 You can exercise outdoors 
without much worries 
S7 You can still go out, but stay 
updated 
S8 The air outside isn't good for 
your condition 
S9 Search for a cleaner area for 
physical outdoor activities 
 
3.3.2.3 Database Design 
 
This section will discuss the database design for the system in 
detail. Realtime DMON has a total of three data tables namely 
User table, API table and SensorReadings table. The 
following section explains the Schema Tables. 
 
(a) User table 
The User table exists in a MySQL database hosted by the 
system’s web server. It contains users’personal and health profile 
details from the Android application. There are a total of 9 data 
fields namely id, username, gender, birthday, 
hometown, curr_residence, google_id, 
isSensitive and doesExercise where column id is the 
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primary key (PK). The relation schema for the User table is 
shown below: 
 
CREATE User { id INT(11), 
username VARCHAR (80),  
gender VARCHAR(10), 
birthday DATE, 
hometown VARCHAR(55), 
curr_residence VARCHAR(55), 
google_id VARCHAR(55), 
isSensitive INT(1), 
doesExercise INT(1) 
} 
 
(b) SensorReadings table 
The SensorReadings table is hosted by the system’s 
ThingSpeak channel for SensorReadings. There are a total of 
3 data fields namely temp, humidity and dust. ThingSpeak 
channels are not relational and thus there is no need for a primary 
key (PK). The relation schema for the SensorReadings table is 
shown below:  
 
CREATE SensorReadings { temp DOUBLE(11), 
humidity DOUBLE(11), 
dust DOUBLE(11) 
} 
 
(c) API table 
The API table is hosted by the system’s ThingSpeak channel 
forAPI. There is only one field named api. This table also does not 
possess a primary key (PK). The relation schema for the API table 
is shown below: 
 
CREATE API { api INT(11)} 
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3.4   Realtime DMON Testing  
The testing phase for Realtime DMON system was carried out for 
several iterations. However, for the sake of brevity, only the final 
iteration’s test is discussed. The following sections display the test 
cases used to test the system as well as the test results. 
 
3.4.1 Test Case 
 
This section contains the test cases that were executed during the 
testing phase. The test cases were constructed based on the 
Requirement Traceability Matrix specified in Table 2. 
 
3.4.1.1 Test Case Login Access (STD_TEST_100) 
 
These test cases test the functionality of Use Case Login 
Access. Table 5 depicts the summary for Test Case Login 
Access. 
 
 
Table 5 Summary for Test Case Login Access 
(STD_TEST_100) 
ID Requirement Description Status 
STD_TEST_100_001 
 
SRS_REQ_101 
SRS_REQ_102 
 
Google 
account and 
retrieves 
profile 
information 
from user’s 
Google+ 
account 
 
PASS 
STD_TEST_100_002 
STD_TEST_100_003 SRS_REQ_104 
System 
allows users 
to stay 
PASS 
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ID Requirement Description Status 
logged in 
STD_TEST_100_004 SRS_REQ_103 
System does 
not allow 
users to log 
in without an 
active 
internet 
connection 
PASS 
 
3.4.1.2 Test Case Update Profile (STD_TEST_200) 
 
These test cases test the functionality of Use Case Update 
Profile. Table 6 depicts the summary for Test Case Update 
Profile. 
 
Table 6 Summary for Test Case Update Profile 
(STD_TEST_200) 
ID Requirement Description Status 
STD_TEST_200_001 SRS_REQ_201 
System 
requests for 
user’s personal 
profile 
information 
such as Name, 
Age, Gender, 
Hometown and 
Current 
Residence 
PASS 
STD_TEST_200_002 SRS_REQ_201 
System 
requests for 
user’s personal 
profile 
information 
such as Name, 
PASS 
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ID Requirement Description Status 
Age, Gender, 
Hometown and 
Current 
Residence 
STD_TEST_200_003 SRS_REQ_202 
System 
requests for 
user’s personal 
profile 
information 
such as Name, 
Age, Gender, 
Hometown and 
Current 
Residence 
PASS 
STD_TEST_200_004 SRS_REQ_207 
System does 
not allow users 
to update 
personal 
profile 
information 
without an 
active internet 
connection 
FAIL 
STD_TEST_200_005 
SRS_REQ_20
3 
SRS_REQ_20
4 
System allows 
users to view 
and edit saved 
personal 
profile 
information. 
PASS 
STD_TEST_200_006 SRS_REQ_202 
System 
requests for 
user’s health 
profile 
information 
PASS 
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ID Requirement Description Status 
such as 
presence of 
respiratory 
diseases and 
tendency to 
exercise 
STD_TEST_200_007 SRS_REQ_202 
System 
requests for 
user’s health 
profile 
information 
such as 
presence of 
respiratory 
diseases and 
tendency to 
exercise 
PASS 
STD_TEST_200_008 SRS_REQ_208 
System does 
not allow users 
to update 
health profile 
information 
without an 
active internet 
connection 
PASS 
STD_TEST_200_009 
SRS_REQ_20
6 
SRS_REQ_20
7 
System allows 
users to view 
and edit saved 
health profile 
information 
PASS 
 
3.4.1.4 Test Case Read PM10 (STD_TEST_300) 
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These test cases test the functionality of Use Case Read PM10. 
Table 7 depicts the summary for Test Case Read PM10.  
 
Table 7 Summary for Test Case Read PM10 (STD_TEST_300) 
 
ID Requirement Description Status 
STD_TEST_300_001 SRS_REQ_301 
Dust 
monitoring 
device reads 
dust density 
value from the 
dust sensor 
PASS 
STD_TEST_300_002 
SRS_REQ_30
1 
SRS_REQ_30
2 
SRS_REQ_30
3 
Dust 
monitoring 
device reads 
dust density 
value and 
temperature, 
humidity 
values from the 
dust sensor and 
DHT-11 
module 
respectively 
PASS 
STD_TEST_300_003 SRS_REQ_302 
Dust 
monitoring 
device 
transmits 
readings for 
dust density, 
temperature 
and humidity 
to ThingSpeak 
every 60 
seconds. 
PASS 
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ID Requirement Description Status 
STD_TEST_300_004 SRS_REQ_302 
Dust 
monitoring 
device 
transmits 
readings for 
dust density, 
temperature 
and humidity 
to ThingSpeak 
every 60 
seconds. 
PASS 
 
 
3.4.1.4 Test Case View API (STD_TEST_400) 
 
These test cases test the functionality of Use Case View API. 
Table 8 depicts the summary for Test Case View API. 
 
Table 8 Summary for Test Case View API (STD_TEST_400) 
 
ID Requirement Description Status 
STD_TEST_400_001 
SRS_REQ_40
1 
SRS_REQ_40
2 
SRS_REQ_40
3 
SRS_REQ_40
4 
System displays 
the latest API 
value and 
sensor readings 
for dust 
density, 
temperature 
and humidity 
from the 
ThingSpeak 
channel for 
SensorReading 
PASS 
STD_TEST_400_002 SRS_REQ_40 System displays PASS 
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ID Requirement Description Status 
5 the latest API 
value and 
sensor readings 
for dust 
density, 
temperature 
and humidity 
from the 
ThingSpeak 
channel for 
SensorReading 
when user pulls 
screen to 
refresh 
STD_TEST_400_003 SRS_REQ_406 
System 
calculates and 
displays API 
value 
accurately 
based on 
readings from 
ThingSpeak 
and the RMG 
PASS 
STD_TEST_400_004 SRS_REQ_406 
System 
calculates and 
displays API 
value 
accurately 
based on 
readings from 
ThingSpeak 
and the RMG 
PASS 
STD_TEST_400_005 SRS_REQ_406 
System 
calculates and PASS 
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ID Requirement Description Status 
displays API 
value 
accurately 
based on 
readings from 
ThingSpeak 
and the RMG 
STD_TEST_400_006 SRS_REQ_406 
System 
calculates and 
displays API 
value 
accurately 
based on 
readings from 
ThingSpeak 
and the RMG 
PASS 
STD_TEST_400_007 SRS_REQ_406 
System 
calculates and 
displays API 
value 
accurately 
based on 
readings from 
ThingSpeak 
and the RMG 
PASS 
STD_TEST_400_008 SRS_REQ_406 
System 
calculates and 
displays API 
value 
accurately 
based on 
readings from 
ThingSpeak 
and the RMG 
PASS 
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ID Requirement Description Status 
STD_TEST_400_009 SRS_REQ_406 
System 
calculates and 
displays API 
value 
accurately 
based on 
readings from 
ThingSpeak 
and the RMG 
PASS 
STD_TEST_400_010 SRS_REQ_406 
System 
calculates and 
displays API 
value 
accurately 
based on 
readings from 
ThingSpeak 
and the RMG 
PASS 
STD_TEST_400_011 SRS_REQ_406 
System 
calculates and 
displays API 
value 
accurately 
based on 
readings from 
ThingSpeak 
and the RMG 
PASS 
 
 
3.4.1.5 Test Case View Health Precautions 
(STD_TEST_500) 
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These test cases test the functionality of Use Case View Health 
Precautions. Table 9 depicts the summary for Test Case View 
Health Precautions. 
 
Table 9 Summary for Test Case View Health Precautions 
(STD_TEST_500) 
ID Requirement Description Status 
STD_TEST_500_001 SRS_REQ_501 
System 
displays the 
precaution 
with respect to 
the latest API 
value and the 
user’s health 
profile 
PASS 
STD_TEST_500_002 SRS_REQ_501 
System 
displays the 
precaution 
with respect to 
the latest API 
value and the 
user’s health 
profile 
PASS 
STD_TEST_500_003 SRS_REQ_501 
System 
displays the 
precaution 
with respect to 
the latest API 
value and the 
user’s health 
profile 
PASS 
STD_TEST_500_004 SRS_REQ_501 
System 
displays the 
precaution 
with respect to 
PASS 
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ID Requirement Description Status 
the latest API 
value and the 
user’s health 
profile 
STD_TEST_500_005 SRS_REQ_501 
System 
displays the 
precaution 
with respect to 
the latest API 
value and the 
user’s health 
profile 
PASS 
STD_TEST_500_006 SRS_REQ_501 
System 
displays the 
precaution 
with respect to 
the latest API 
value and the 
user’s health 
profile 
PASS 
STD_TEST_500_007 SRS_REQ_501 
System 
displays the 
precaution 
with respect to 
the latest API 
value and the 
user’s health 
profile 
PASS 
STD_TEST_500_008 SRS_REQ_501 
System 
displays the 
precaution 
with respect to 
the latest API 
value and the 
PASS 
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ID Requirement Description Status 
user’s health 
profile 
STD_TEST_500_009 SRS_REQ_501 
System 
displays the 
precaution 
with respect to 
the latest API 
value and the 
user’s health 
profile 
PASS 
STD_TEST_500_010 SRS_REQ_502 
System 
displays push 
notification 
that shows 
precautions for 
unhealthy air 
quality with 
respect to the 
user’s health 
profile 
PASS 
STD_TEST_500_011 SRS_REQ_502 
System 
displays push 
notification 
that shows 
precautions for 
unhealthy air 
quality with 
respect to the 
user’s health 
profile 
PASS 
STD_TEST_500_012 SRS_REQ_502 
System 
displays push 
notification 
that shows 
PASS 
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ID Requirement Description Status 
precautions for 
unhealthy air 
quality with 
respect to the 
user’s health 
profile 
STD_TEST_500_013 SRS_REQ_502 
System does 
not display 
push 
notification 
when user 
turns it off in 
the Settings 
Activity  
FAIL 
 
3.4.1.6 Test Case View Historical Data 
(STD_TEST_600) 
 
These test cases test the functionality of Use Case View 
Historical Data. Table 10 depicts the summary for Test 
Case View Historical Data. 
 
Table 10 Summary for Test Case View Historical Data 
(STD_TEST_600) 
 
ID Requirement Description Status 
STD_TEST_600_001 SRS_REQ_601 
System 
displays a chart 
displaying API 
values for the 
last 24 
readings when 
user enters the 
Historical Data 
PASS 
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ID Requirement Description Status 
Activity 
STD_TEST_600_002 SRS_REQ_601 
System 
displays a 
reload button 
when user 
enters the 
Historical Data 
Activity if 
there is no 
internet 
connection 
PASS 
 
3.4.1.7 Test Case View Graphical Data (STD_TEST_700) 
 
These test cases test the functionality of Use Case View 
Graphical Data. Table 11 depicts the summary for Test Case 
View Graphical Data. 
 
Table 11 Summary for Test Case View Graphical Data 
(STD_TEST_700) 
ID Requirement Description Status 
STD_TEST_700_001 SRS_REQ_701 
Web portal 
displays latest 
API value and 
sensor readings 
for dust 
density, 
temperature 
and humidity 
readings from 
the ThingSpeak 
channel for 
SensorReading 
PASS 
STD_TEST_700_002 SRS_REQ_70 Web portal PASS 
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ID Requirement Description Status 
1 updates API 
value and 
sensor readings 
for dust 
density, 
temperature 
and humidity 
readings from 
the ThingSpeak 
channel for 
SensorReading 
dynamically 
 
3.4.2 Overall test results 
 
A total of 45 test cases were used to test the system. The system 
passed 43 which is equivalent to 95.56% of the test cases. Table 12 
shows the overall test results. 
 
Table 12 Overall test results for Realtime DMON 
ID Total Test Cases Total Passes 
STD_TEST_100 4 4 
STD_TEST_200 9 8 
STD_TEST_300 4 4 
STD_TEST_400 11 11 
STD_TEST_500 13 12 
STD_TEST_600 2 2 
STD_TEST_700 2 2 
 45 43 
 
The test results are summarised in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Test Result 
3.5 Conclusions  
The Realtime DMON is generally fully functional and has 
achieved all the specified objectives that is to create a prototype 
dust monitoring device using Arduino for proof of concept and 
develop an Android application which can retrieve and analyse 
data from the prototype dust monitoring device to provide 
respiratory health care advice. Based on the testing, the system 
provides precautionary steps for people with respiratory and heart 
diseases when the air quality depreciates, allowing them to avoid 
possible health complications. The system also recommends that 
people who exercise regularly find cleaner alternatives when the air 
quality depreciates so that they don’t get exposed to polluted 
environment that can be detrimental to their health. The system 
allows the general public to be aware of the condition of the air 
they breathe in at all times. The system’s air quality data are 
publicly available. Therefore, they can also be used for further 
research and air quality trend analysis. 
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